3
Objects of neodecorativism

‘Art into Life’ was not only the name of an important 1961 exhibition in
Moscow, it was also a key phrase of Khrushchev-era art theory that contributed to the emergence of technical aesthetics. It informed the creative
choices of those who defined themselves as ‘decorative-applied artists’:
those who worked with such traditional materials as ceramics, glass, textiles, metal and wood, shaping them into modern socialist objects. Warning
against turning technical forms into commodity fetishes and imitating the
austerity of Western functionalism, Soviet art theorists of the 1950s tried
to find a balance between beauty and utility, between artistic fantasy and
mass reproducibility. This balance would guarantee the honesty that, as
I argued in the first chapter, emerged as a chief criterion of a modern,
post-Stalin socialist object.
Even before VNIITE took responsibility for ‘fully satisfying the constantly growing material and cultural demands of the Soviet people’,1
applied artists (the term I prefer for this profession in the Khrushchev
period) used their work’s connection to everyday life as the main argument
for their highly important status in the Soviet artistic community. In their
address to the First All-Union Convention of Artists, the prikladniki (as
applied artists were colloquially called) of Leningrad asserted:
The ideological-artistic significance of this [applied] art is in no way
smaller than that of painting or sculpture, for it has a much greater mass scale,
it surrounds a person in her daily life. In addition, the interest, provoked by
Soviet decorative-applied art at Soviet and international exhibitions, is widely
known. Therefore, the neglect of the needs of decorative-applied art is, in fact,
neglect of the needs of our people, and the problems of this art are strictly
political.2

The practical everyday needs of people legitimised and justified the needs
of an artist. Alongside the emerging ‘artist-engineers’, applied artists
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Comradely objects
employed in factories and in different subsidiaries of the Art Fund assumed
the role of taste experts and guides for rational consumption.3 In this
respect, the state’s commitment to raising living standards met the artists’
professional ambitions and personal beliefs.
This confluence of interests between the state and applied artists
gained momentum by the end of the 1950s. In his address to the readers of Dekorativnoe Iskusstvo SSSR in January 1960, Minister of Culture
Nikolai Mikhailov stated that ‘the whole army of Soviet artists’, together
with the media, should propagate the best prototypes of commodities
and educate mass taste.4 A few pages later, the journal’s editorial board
announced a new rubric for the ‘reviews of objects’.5 Just as reviews of theatre performances or films kept the public informed about new releases,
these ‘reviews of objects’ were intended to educate consumers about new
goods that met the standards of beauty, utility, affordability, durability
and so on – in short, that would be close to the ideal of a socialist object,
elaborated by theorists such as Aleksandr Saltykov. The next issue of the
journal opened with an address to the State Planning Committee (Gosplan)
concerning the urgent need to open an all-Union ‘Institute of Artistic
Culture’, which was co-signed by the first secretary of the USSR Artists’
Union board, Sergei Gerasimov; the president of the Academy of Arts of
the USSR, Boris Ioganson; the chair of the organising committee of the
Russian Socialist Republics’ Artists’ Union, Vladimir Serov; and the chief
editor of Dekorativnoe Iskusstvo SSSR (and the chief urban designer of
Moscow), Mikhail Ladur. Reiterating the call for the education of the public’s tastes, these representatives of the Soviet art establishment declared:
‘we want to actively help the Party in the everyday process of building a
bright new life’. The organisation that they proposed would be the best
institutional method of achieving this goal: it would ‘practically help economic organisations of industry, transport and construction to elaborate
the most expedient projects for the decoration of facilities and prototypes
of different objects that were simple, cheap and beautifully designed’.6
This institute would involve specialists of different profiles. This proposal
was evidently later combined with Iurii Soloviev’s initiative, inspired by the
British example, in the establishment of VNIITE.
After the groundbreaking exhibition ‘Art into Life’, the applied artists
who worked on contracts managed by the Art Fund or were employed
in traditional enterprises of the art industry (textiles, glass and porcelain
factories) or in the engineering bureaus of regional economic councils,
tended to adhere to similar principles and pursue the same goal: improving
the production of commodities. Honest, simple, mass-reproducible objects
became the central concern of those who were trying to delineate the borders between art, technics and the everyday (byt). The establishment of
VNIITE in 1962 seemed like the beginning of a system of clear principles
and guidelines for all types of objects and for professionals of all affilia-
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tions who designed them. At the beginning of the 1960s, applied artists
and artists-engineers all assumed the role that Susan Reid calls ‘accredited
taste professionals’: they were equipped with specialist knowledge and
employed by the state to improve material culture and particularly the
modern home.7 This was the apogee of the Khrushchev-era aesthetic turn.
However, what followed this seemingly harmonious confluence of state
and professional interests? While the material culture of the Thaw era has
interested scholars for a long time, the post-Khrushchev changes have
only recently been subject to scrutiny. In her recent study of Brezhnevera consumer culture, Natalya Chernyshova poses the following question:
‘What happened after the energetic assault of Khrushchev’s design revolution?’8 She identifies the conceptual change in art and design theory that
occurred around 1965 and relates it to the heavy criticism of Khrushchev’s
policies and promises, including the ideal of the modern home that he
promoted with the help of professionals, after his removal from power.
The design discourse after 1965 underwent what she calls ‘de-Khrushchevisation’, when the praise of standard interiors and rational objects was
replaced by sensitivity to diversity of tastes and spirituality.9
How did this change from rationality to spirituality affect the ideal of
the socialist object? Additionally, what happened to the position of applied
artists as ‘accredited taste professionals’ at the point when the concept
of a universal good taste disintegrated? In what follows, I will elaborate on Chernyshova’s argument by identifying an artistic tendency that
emerged at the end of the Khrushchev period as a response and reaction to
the state-sponsored campaign to modernise consumption and the home.
Following the suggestion of the art critic Iurii Gerchuk, I call this tendency
‘neodecorativism’ – a set of artistic strategies to redefine the meaning of
decoration and reconceptualise ‘decorative-applied’ art as decorative first
and foremost.
This chapter follows the trajectory of neodecorativism. It initially scrutinises in more detail the earlier discussed notion of an ‘honest object’ and
demonstrates a degree of complexity in the objects produced during the
aesthetic turn (late 1950s to early 1960s). The chapter then goes on to identify the change in design professionals’ thinking regarding ideal objects
and proper home making. Finally, it highlights the conceptual and material expressions of neodecorativism, using examples from critical articles
and exhibitions. For the sake of convenience, and in accordance with this
chapter’s argument, I will use the term ‘applied art’ for pre-1965 objects,
and ‘decorative art’ for what came after the mid-decade conceptual change.

Variations of ‘simplicity’
While an ideal object of the Khrushchev era was honest, simple, mass-
reproducible and affordable, it was not plain. An attentive look would
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reveal a degree of complexity. As art historian Galina Iakovleva argues,
reducing objects to the basic functional elements, as was characteristic of
the late 1950s and early 1960s, opened the possibility for focused contemplation and recognition of the ‘complexity behind simplicity’.10 Drawing
on this argument, I suggest noticing the variations within the tendency of
decorative art towards simplification and rationalisation.
Objects such as carpets, curtains, ceramics and glass, produced in
smaller or larger series by specialised factories, would act as vivid foci to
accentuate the well-ordered minimalist interiors around them, a role of
Soviet applied art often noted by art historians.11 Just as electronic devices
ought to differ strikingly from modular furniture, as the critic Piletskii suggested in 1964,12 traditional applied art objects, too, should stand out in a
standard modern flat. This would not be an intrusion, however, but rather
harmonious integration, aimed at finding a perfect balance between tradition and modernity in the home. Summarising popular advice books of the
late 1950s to early 1960s, Iakovleva demonstrates the dialectics of freedom
and rigidity in the ideal of the modern Soviet home: while design professionals encouraged householders to ‘play’ with colours and textures, this
‘game’ had clear rules. For example, if one chose to ‘occupy the right part
of a composition with a light-colour vertical object, one definitely had to
place a low dark object to the left part, uniting the two parts with a contrasting background, matching the colour of a small cushion on a couch’.13
Diversity, complexity and contrast were, therefore, elements of the Soviet
modernist order of things, always to be managed through balance.
The principle of contrast could also be discerned within objects. An
applied artist could pursue a contrast between a simple form and vivid (but
not too sophisticated) decoration, between blank and decorated surfaces,
between two different qualities of the same material. For example, the set
of teapots ‘Tundra’ from the collection of the Moscow Museum (produced
in 1959, factory unknown), demonstrates a temperate use of gilding to
accentuate the structural elements (cover, handle, lid) and create modest
ornaments out of figurative details (antlers) (plate 2). Even though the body
of the pot is covered in a black overglaze pigment, the inherent whiteness
of the porcelain is not obscured (this would be considered kitsch); rather it
is emphasised through a schematic outline of a deer. The body of porcelain
depicts the animal body; thus, the ‘honesty’ of the material is embodied in
the decoration’s subject.
The objects produced in the early 1960s at the Leningrad Factory of
Artistic Glass similarly demonstrate variations of contrast. Artistic glass of
the Khrushchev era is often associated with simple transparent vessels,
unornamented or with minimal geometric ornament. Boris Smirnov, a
versatile artist and designer with experience of 1920s Constructivism, who
joined the Leningrad Factory of Artistic Glass in 1949, praised exactly such
objects eight years later: ‘Think about a thin, smooth, colourless drinking
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All rights reserved and permission to use the figure must be obtained from the copyright holder.
3.1 Leida Jurgen, water set, ‘Strings’, colourless lead glass, incising, 1962.

glass: it will never get boring, it is beautiful and pleasant exactly due to its
simplicity […] Ideally, all the objects of daily use should be like this.’14 An
example of such a minimalist glass object is a 1962 water service ‘Strings’,
made from colourless lead glass by Smirnov’s factory colleague Leida
Jurgen, a graduate from the State Artistic Institute of the Estonian Socialist
Republic. Its clear geometric forms and clusters of incised vertical lines for
decoration serve as a good illustration of the late 1950s debates regarding
realism, vibrancy and artistic image. A viewer can focus on the decoration
that represents strings or on the functional forms of the vessels. Smirnov
himself practised what he preached: he designed different functional
forms of colourless glass. From 1959 he started experimenting with colourless decoration on lead glass through sandblasting.15 The philosopher
Andrei Troshin has recently compared transparent colourless objects to
laboratory test-tubes. In his view, ‘glass becomes but a raw material for
the objects of particular forms subjected to utilitarian and strictly defined
functions’ due to the idealisation of transparency.16
However, it is unlikely that in their colourless decoration Smirnov and
Jurgen were inspired only by test-tubes. Contrary to his 1957 pronouncement concerning the superiority of undecorated glass, Smirnov often leaned
towards figurative and even literary decoration. Sandblasting, engraving
and incising allowed him to visually inscribe figures in the body of an
object, to play with the contrast of the different materials. In his well-known
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All rights reserved and permission to use the figure must be obtained from the copyright holder.
3.2 Boris Smirnov, vases, ‘Glass Blowers’, transparent lead glass, sandblasting, engraving;
sandblasting by Helle Pyld and R. Antonenko, engraving by A. Soloviev, 1961–63.

service ‘Orchestra’ (1962–64), figures of musicians in dynamic poses as
well as their instruments are cut into the thickness of lead glass. As a result,
as two critics observed in 1965, the brilliance of faceting amplifies the perception of movement and probably even stimulates the viewer to imagine
sounds. In another frequently cited artwork by Smirnov, a triptych of vases
‘Glassblowers’ (1961–63), the decoration refers to the process of making:
unlike a constructivist object, where an artist’s labour is imprinted in the
clear structural form, Smirnov’s object embodies a depiction of the labour
process. Similarly, in her 1961 vase ‘Kindergarten’ with engraved images
of children sleeping among the stars, Jurgen renders the immateriality of a
dream through the materiality of transparent colourless glass.
It was often the case, however, that Leningrad glass artists avoided
figurative ornament in favour of achieving contrast between different qualities of glass, such as full transparency and colour diversity, lightness and
thickness of the facets. These combinations appear, for example, in a service ‘Rainbow’ which was designed by the factory’s chief artist Ekaterina
Ianovskaia (a 1949 graduate from Moscow Art and Industry School) in
1962 (plate 3), or in a 1961 piece by Jurgen’s fellow graduate from the
Estonian Art Institute, Helle Pyld. Smirnov, too, advocated the exploration
of all the physical possibilities of glass for creating strong images as early
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as 1954. In the late 1950s he approached his work with the idea of ‘truth
to materials’: ‘Considering the material as a means of embodying the ideal
conception of the work, [an artist] should use its artistic and technological
qualities to the maximum extent.’ Providing an example of his favourite
material, Smirnov explained: ‘The main expressive qualities of glass [are
achieved by] light: the refraction of light in facets; the condensation of
light within glass; the free, almost unchanging, passage of light through
glass; and the colouring of light through glass by almost any colour.’17
Another interest of Smirnov that complicates his role as an advocate of
rational utilitarian objects was his attitude towards traditional glassmaking,
particularly Ukrainian blown glass with hot applications (gutnoe steklo), in
which millefiori (mosaic beads) were often used as decoration. Some of
his works, produced at the factory as exhibition pieces (for example, the
decanter ‘Lady’, 1957, the pitcher ‘Horse’, 1961, and others) demonstrate
playfulness in the reinterpretation of folk tradition. Smirnov welcomed
the appearance of such objects at exhibitions, because they revealed the
creative individuality of each artist, but still prioritised simple forms and
techniques for producing consumer goods for all. For example, pressing
could be used to create rectangular shapes and simple decorative patterns
of various configurations. Likewise, the method of thermal processing of
zinc sulphide glass, developed by the factory’s chief technologist Nikolai
Kachalov, could be used to create an array of patterns, colours and textures and so produce cheap objects in great quantity.18 In her 1961 review
of Smirnov’s versatile work as a glass artist, designer of optical tools,
exhibition designer, graphic artist and book illustrator, the critic Nina
Iaglova characterised him as first of all an ‘artist of industry’. According
to her, the most interesting aspect of Smirnov’s work was ‘his search for
an impressive image in an everyday object of mass consumption, which
he can poeticize by barely noticeable touches’.19 One could characterise
Smirnov’s work in the 1950s and early 1960s as an exploration of the tension between rationality and expressivity.
Whether experimenting with colourless ornaments or contrasts
between colour and texture, Leningrad applied artists exhibited a critical
approach to the ideal of a mass-produced socialist object in their design
philosophy, even if in public they embraced that ideal wholeheartedly.
Similar examples of moderate experimentation could be found in other
factories that produced traditional domestic objects. This emergent tension between rationality and expressivity would soon grow into a tendency
that art critics could not ignore.

‘Everything is much more complicated’
The first signs of the change in professional attitudes towards the design of
domestic interiors emerged even before Khrushchev’s resignation and his
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successor’s critique of his bold reformism. One of them was immediately
connected to Dekorativnoe Iskusstvo SSSR. At the beginning of 1963, the
art critic Leonid Nevler, commissioned by the journal’s editorial board,
undertook a ‘field trip’ to student and workers’ dormitories in the town of
Kalinin (now Tver) in order to learn about people’s actual tastes in home
furnishings and to give them specialist advice. The trip report was published in the journal’s March issue.20 What Nevler saw was far from the
designers’ vision of an ideal Soviet home. All dormitories had the following in common: ‘first, a corridor system; second, the predominance of the
colour brown; third, identical iron beds; fourth, identical milk-white, coneshaped lampshades; fifth, the artistic and anti-artistic consequences of all
this’. Yet there was a significant difference depending on the gender of
the inhabitant: young men accepted these gloomy interiors as they were,
whereas young women tried to make them cosier. In women’s rooms,
Nevler observed piles of cushions; coloured carpet strips over bed covers;
red bows tied up to bed frames; postcards with flowers, kissing couples
and movie stars pinned to cushions or on walls and bedside tables; artificial flowers; handmade cross-stitched embroideries (mostly kittens and
flowers); figurines and kitten-shaped money boxes – the whole assortment
of bric-a-brac that had been so frequently attacked by design professionals
for the past decade.
However, instead of the usual condemnation of the remnants of
petty-bourgeois taste, Nevler approached dormitory interiors as meaningful individual and social statements, or, as Bourdieu would have it, ‘manifested preferences’.21 He noticed that, first, the embroideries made by
these women often showed ‘an excellent sense of colour’ and thus could
not be dismissed as sheer kitsch. Second, the rooms’ inhabitants proved
not to be backward meshchanki, but ‘quite modern women, with modern
haircuts, in modern jumpers and convenient short trousers; jolly, nice, and
independent’.22
Why did these artistically gifted people, with a taste for modern dress,
decorate their homes in ‘their grandmothers’ fashion’? Nevler suggested
that while the young women adhered to the requirements of their social
environment (workplace, university, places for leisure activities) in their
dress and behaviour, they recreated the atmosphere of their parental
homes in their domestic space. Though the author does not articulate
it clearly, the tone of his prose evokes the theme of social mobility: the
transition from small villages and towns, where traditional ideas of domestic cosiness prevailed, to the bigger city with modern infrastructures of
labour and leisure. Therefore, homemade decoration served as the means
to settle in and adapt to the new urban and collectivised daily life. Rather
than being tacky, Nevler argued, dormitory dwellers ‘consistently and
painstakingly’ followed the tastes of their ‘home environment’ (domashnei
sredy). Therefore, he suggested,
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such widespread stylistic incongruity between the [residents’] attire and interiors is not only aesthetic, but also sociological and psychological. And it is
absolutely meaningless (if not offensive) to equate outdated visions of domestic comfort [nesovremennost’] with philistinism [meshchanstvo] and grandparents’ traditions with tastelessness, as some zealous journalists do. Everything
is much more complicated [emphasis in the original].23

Moreover, Nevler suggested treating the popular method of dormitory
decoration not as eclecticism, but as a specific style which, had it been
the subject of an opinion poll, would prove to be popular in the USSR far
beyond women’s dormitories. If this style was loved by people, why should
it be rejected, let alone destroyed? Nevler insisted that it should be taken
seriously because it reflected real life and real values.
Nevler’s article was the first manifestation of a move away from the
dictatorship of taste towards the recognition of people’s individual desires
and preferences. However, rather than letting people enjoy what they
preferred, Nevler suggested re-educating their tastes by removing old-
fashioned knick-knacks from production and selling only brand new goods
in urban stores. Additionally, he believed that old-fashioned domestication
was prompted by the ‘formal and bureaucratic’ (kazenno-biurokraticheskii)
style of dormitory interiors, with eclectic, clumsy furniture and dim, brown
walls. Design professionals had to intervene and create ‘modern, rational,
and modest comfort’ in homes that their inhabitants could truly appreciate. Nevler admitted that ‘embroideries and kittens’ would, probably,
still be brought into modernised interiors, but less frequently over time.
Here, he offered a sociological explanation for decoration choices: young
women furnish their dormitory bunks in the way that they do because of
a lack of information about modern alternatives, not because of any conscious choice to follow family traditions. In fact, Nevler noted that a dormitory (in Russian obshchezhitiie, literally ‘a place for communal living’)
is not a typical domestic environment, but rather a site of collectivism in
much need of ‘massive artistic intervention’.
The militarist rhetoric of Nevler’s argument here contrasts strikingly
with his earlier nuanced explanation of people’s tastes, revealing the professional anxiety over social mobility and the growing youth culture at
that time. While encouraging the youth’s interest in Western fashion and
certain elements of Western mass culture, designers and critics assumed
the role of mediators in this process by publishing advice literature and
shaping the spaces of socialisation, as in the spread of modern cafés heavily frequented by young people in the 1960s. Nevler, however, opined that
such cafés attracted too much of designers’ attention at the expense of
the interiors of student and worker dormitories. These temporary homes,
Nevler believed, could be excellent showcases of modern lifestyles precisely because they allowed for the greater intervention of design experts
than family flats.24
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Although still confident in professionals’ capacity to regulate tastes
and, through them, social hierarchies, Nevler clearly expressed his uncertainty in terms of the most efficient and ethical methods of doing this.
Ironically noting how easy it is to criticise bric-a-brac, he concluded by
blatantly questioning his colleagues: ‘But can you offer something instead?
Can you? Then why aren’t you offering?’25 A chorus of responses, repudiations, criticisms and revisions soon followed, which culminated in 1965,
two years after the publication of Nevler’s article.

Towards more degrees of freedom
In 1965 Dekorativnoe Iskusstvo SSSR introduced an editorial – clearly modelled on the British journal Design – which became a platform for expressing doubts about the principles of modern Soviet design and offering
solutions. In the very first editorial, Mikhail Ladur openly lamented the loss
of the ‘great mystery of art’ in pursuit of rationality by ‘the admirers of the
aesthetics of numbers and compasses’.26 ‘Mystery’ was no longer rejected
as being fake or fetishistic but was instead seen as necessary for art to
remain humanistic and responsive to people’s complex emotions:
a true artist will never remove the outer covering of an image in order to show
the harmony of ligaments, tendons and neurons of an object. So why does the
naked function of our world of objects now claim the dominant place in our
soul, why do I have to admire only the perfectly ideal harmony of a mathematical formula?27

A few months later, Ladur added that unified houses, flats and commodities implied unified consumers and thus jeopardised diversity, a fundamental characteristic of humanity. ‘Our [Soviet] people are different,
and we should not make them identical by means of art.’28 Terms such
as ‘emotions’, ‘spirituality’, ‘depth’, ‘width’, ‘diversity’ and ‘complexity’
became more frequent in Dekorativnoe Iskusstvo SSSR editorials over time,
and often appeared in such open questions to its readers.
Moreover, many of the journal’s articles on domestic interiors allowed
for the agency of consumers in making their own decisions in organising their homes. Chernyshova interprets this tendency as evidence of
the government’s rejection of Khrushchev-era egalitarianism regarding taste and possessions, and as an example of the beginning of the
‘Brezhnev-era domestic counter-revolution’ that tolerated traditionalism
and conservative tastes as opposed to modernist design ideals.29 However,
I suggest that design professionals were not entirely obedient enactors
of the state’s changing ideological guidelines. They were able to use the
political and economic situation for their own benefit, initiating a debate
over the relations between consumers and experts, and, through this,
reflecting on fundamental questions of personal freedom. For example,
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Viacheslav Glazychev, a connoisseur of Western industrial design, called
readers’ attention to the problem of home decoration in the May issue of
Dekorativnoe Iskusstvo SSSR from 1966.30 He recognised the dual nature
of a home interior: standardised and yet individual. For him, this duality
was a socio-psychological problem. As Glazychev admitted, even though
Soviet people were more or less equal in terms of income, there existed
different social strata defined by education, cultural habits, the prestige
of one’s profession, etc. These strata had varying tastes and consumer
preferences, which could not be satisfied by standard domestic ‘comfort’.
However, Soviet people in general demonstrated the growing propensity
for handmade home decorations, which echoed the similar trend in the
capitalist West. Irrationality and spontaneity needed to be recognised as
normal human traits. However, Glazychev argued, specialists ought not
to let things go freely: ‘designers need to elaborate a simple and effective system of small element-blanks [elementov-zagotovok] for assembling.
Professional applied art and modernised folk crafts should provide a wide
choice of irrational decorative objects.’31 All the rest was up to the consumer. In Glazychev’s view, specialists would be better to abstain from
rigid recommendations. Instead, their job was to carefully plan for ‘spontaneity’. This proposal can be interpreted as the disavowal of the dictatorship of taste, but also as its development into a more sophisticated form.
Glazychev’s article quickly garnered criticism from Ladur in another
editorial. From his more authoritative position as the journal editor, Ladur
claimed that bringing DIY activities to a standard flat could only ‘slightly
conceal uniformity’.32 Rather than giving a ready recipe for coping with
individual consumers’ wishes, Ladur urged the professional community
– applied artists, designers and architects – to carefully reflect on this
problem. He did not speak explicitly of taste, but warned against the
dictatorship of functionalism, even in its disguised form, and raised the
problem of ‘the connection of architecture and environment’ that had to
be solved both by architects and by inhabitants. Ladur suggested looking
for ‘some kind of different, not constraining standards’. Ironically adopting
the term from the exact sciences, he urged designers to create
a great number of ‘degrees of freedom’ for a person, with trust in her, and with
the confidence that she can properly deal with them and use them to express
her individual rational and aesthetic preferences, probably for things that exist
only for the sake of beauty, but not for making one look like one’s neighbour.33

In 1966, in addition to Ladur’s editorials, Dekorativnoe Iskusstvo SSSR
introduced another platform for debate – the section ‘Problems’. The
first appearance of this section included a polemical article by a young
architect and theorist Viacheslav Loktev, ‘On Dynamic Functionalism’,
that explicitly connected the flexibility of the material environment with
the freedom of a consumer.34 Loktev argued that the functions of material
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structures (from cities to consumer objects) change much faster than
their forms in the contemporary world, and that the latter hinder the
development of these very functions. The result is disintegration and
chaos, when conservative forms are not adequate to consumers’ needs.
‘The dynamism of needs is not satisfied, because the mechanism of the
interconnection of the factors that define the direction in which the population’s taste, interests and needs develop is not studied.’35 Designers,
Loktev complained, work on discrete objects, disregarding systems,
and are not interested in consumer feedback. As a result of such ‘blind
designing’, most of the produced commodities remained unsold. Loktev
believed that random commodities do not guarantee flexible use and thus
deny a consumer’s creativity and self-expression; moreover, such objects
‘deform the developing needs’. As a solution to this problem, Loktev suggested elaborating ‘flexible spacious structures and ensembles of objects’
and controlling them through cybernetic models. He claimed that the
precise mathematical calculation of the interaction of elements within
a system as well as the system’s interaction with other systems would
allow the management of their development, thus preventing the chaos
of forms and, in addition, stimulating ‘a consumer’s maximal creative
participation in forming his own objective-spatial environment’.36 Today’s
designers and applied artists ‘arrogantly impose … standard level tastes
and a single manner of living on the endless diversity of people’s characters’. Control over flexible systems, which Loktev called the ‘method of
dynamic functionalism’, on the contrary, presupposes consumers’ active
participation in correcting object systems. Simultaneously, Loktev adds,
‘by modelling dynamic systems, we can manage consumers’ initiative’.37
This is the credo of a ‘taste expert’ adjusted to the age of cybernetics: the
consumer is given freedom of taste, but this freedom is to be managed
by the designer.
Thus, in Soviet design theory of the mid-1960s, not only was the
household object made dynamic, as Boris Arvatov had said it should be in
1925, but the concept of consumer taste became more dynamic, too. While
design professionals, continuing Khrushchev’s policy, saw themselves as
responsible for guiding consumer behaviour, this guidance became more
flexible.38 As Glazychev summarised in 1968, the ‘journal managed to get
rid of the illusory simplicity of convenient schemes, underwent the difficult
break with habitual notions and proceeded to new pursuits’.39
This ‘difficult break’ was not purely a matter of Soviet political and
economic circumstances. It was also a response to the global crisis of modernist aesthetics in the mid-1960s and design professionals’ fascination
with ‘complexity and contradiction’ (to quote the title of Robert Venturi’s
seminal 1966 book, which was most likely known in design circles in the
USSR),40 that would culminate in postmodernist architecture and design.
Another important catalyst for change was the recent emergence of Soviet
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semiotics and its growing influence on designers, who were receptive to
the idea that objects have communicative functions and ‘speak’ with consumers in a specific language.41
Consequently, the role of tastemaker and organiser of the socialist
material environment became more challenging. While obviously adjusting to the new economic policies of the state, applied artists pursued their
professional aim of giving more nuance to their professional credos and
granting more importance to artistic intuition and spontaneous creativity.
One manifestation of the latter position was the Central Educational and
Experimental Studio of the Artists’ Union of the USSR, established in 1964,
which emphasised the artistic rather than the engineering component of
design.42 Decorative artists working in the traditional spheres of textiles,
metalwork, ceramics and glass proposed yet another manifestation.

Questioning the criteria of applied/decorative art
From the mid-1950s, decorative artists’ efforts to comply with the parameters of mass production became subject to criticism. In the Dekorativnoe
Iskusstvo SSSR editorial from March 1965, Ladur censured the many imageless forms that did not reflect artists’ individual thinking. The largest
share of blame, he argued, belonged to the stubborn members of artistic
councils who prevented original, creative works from entering exhibitions
and eventually reaching the production line. However, he also referred to
artists’ own responsibilities: ‘The artist’s true and legitimate right, or, if
you wish, duty, is to select the most meaningful from the sea of phenomena, without being false either to himself or to his friend, the viewer.’43
This reconceptualisation of the professional duty of the artist, published
in such an authoritative journal, reads like a radicalisation of the notion
of ‘honesty’: not only true to materials, but also the honest expression of
one’s own artistic visions. Yet it also restated the dilemma that was first
voiced by Smirnov and Saltykov in the early 1950s: unique artistic imagery
vs. mass production (or, to use Walter Benjamin’s famous formulation,
‘The work of art in the age of mechanical reproduction’).
Ladur’s argument was a symptom of design professionals’ uncertainty
during the time of the growing authority of VNIITE-affiliated designers
and their influence on the public discourse on material culture. In the mid1960s decorative artists faced a number of burning questions. Do decorative artists have to subordinate their creative impulses to the requirements
of mass production and mass housing? Or could they delegate these concerns to industrial designers and ‘strive forward’ to experiment with craftbased imagery? Would they then still be useful for Soviet society? Could
they compete with industrial designers for the status of taste arbiters?
Or could they answer people’s spiritual needs, not calculable by statistical methods? To rephrase the question that the constructivist Vladimir
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Khrakovskii had raised in 1921, how could a Soviet decorative artist of the
post-Khrushchev era justify his or her existence?
One possible response was to treat work on unique objects as ‘laboratory work’ for updating the guidelines for designing mass-produced
goods. This approach legitimised artists’ work that employed forms and
techniques not easily adaptable to mass production. While the reviews of
decorative art expositions of the late 1950s and early 1960s, in particular
‘Art into Life’, are full of complaints regarding the exhibits’ limited reproducibility, from 1965 Dekorativnoe Iskusstvo SSSR argued that singular
or small-edition pieces also play an important social role due to their
conceptual value. ‘After appearing in a unique artwork, an idea often gets
processed, adjusted to the conditions of industrial production and takes on
new life in mass production. Notably, many among our artists work both in
the sphere of unique works and directly for the artistic industry’, explained
critic Nonna Stepanian in her review of the exhibition ‘Soviet Russia’, held
in Moscow in spring 1965.44 She illustrated her thesis by reviewing three
works of the Moscow ceramic artist Vladimir Olshevskii (who worked
in Leningrad until 1962). His large decorative vase, made of chamotte,
according to Stepanian, finely expressed gravity (due to the increased
volume at the bottom) and made an impression of a natural form, thus perfectly suiting its function as an element of a park environment. The handmade geometric relief added the perception of integrity and ‘architectural
character’. The method of slightly increasing weight towards the bottom
was used in a faience tea set with modest detailing on the handles and
spouts; the handmade underglaze painting combined with relief echoed
the decoration of the chamotte vase and ‘underlined the basic volume
of the objects’. Finally, Olshevskii’s design found its way into people’s
homes in a porcelain tea set mass-produced at the Dmitrovskii porcelain
factory. Here, easy reproducibility and ‘machine clarity’, accentuated by a
mechanised geometric decoration, compensated for the loss of the ‘feeling of the natural life of the material’. Stepanian noticed a similar skill
in adopting artistic ideas to mass production in the work of many of the
exhibition’s participants, especially the artists of the Leningrad Porcelain
Factory. The article concluded that the interrelation between unique works
and the artistic industry, whatever form it might take, always essentially
reflects ‘the dialogue between the human being and the machine’.
The ‘Soviet Russia’ exhibition signalled the growing emphasis on
experimentation in decorative art. Since this new tendency was not given
a single clear name at the time, I use the one adopted by the prominent
art critic and advocate of modernism Iurii Gerchuk: ‘neodecorativism’.
While Gerchuk’s use of the term was critical (he worried about the artists’
neglect of mass production), I believe that it aptly captures the urge to
redefine the decorative and its relation to the utilitarian. Neodecorativism
affected artists working in different media – ceramics, textiles, wood,
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metal, glass, leather – though rarely plastic. Moreover, these artists strove
to move beyond one particular material. Neodecorativism was also stimulated by the reinvigorated interest in folk art (this time far beyond the
USSR borders, in tune with new Soviet internationalism), not only as a
model of good socialist taste but also a source of diverse artistic motifs
and techniques.
Creative reinterpretations of folk art, often in a playful, theatrical
manner, were especially common among decorative artists in the Baltic
and Caucasian Soviet republics, whose example was perceived enthusiastically by their colleagues in Soviet Russia. Rather than the simple modernist forms and modest geometric or stylised figurative decoration that
prevailed in the early 1960s, what interested artists now were traditional
forms and ornaments of Russian household objects such as a kvasnik (a pot
for kvass – a traditional Baltic and Slavic lightly alcoholic fermented beverage). Some critics welcomed this enthusiasm for all things ‘primordially
Russian’. For example, the art critic Irina Uvarova (who would become the
second wife of the dissident writer Iulii Daniel) noticed a certain ‘Russian
longing’ that suddenly overwhelmed intellectuals and writers in urban
centres in Soviet Russia and incited their pilgrimage to old villages and
ancient churches to ‘get as many largely useless things as possible’.45
As Chernyshova supposes, such moods reflected the conservatism and
anti-Western orientation of Brezhnev-era ideology and the state’s pragmatic flirting with moderate nationalists who could be ‘agents for mobilizing society at the time when Marxism-Leninism was losing its hold on the
population’.46 Chernyshova goes so far as to view decorative art’s embrace
of tradition as an element of re-Stalinisation, explaining that ‘the positive
re-evaluation of Stalin’s legacy sought not so much a return to Stalinist
politics as a revival of a set of values from the Stalin era: in attitudes to
family life, domesticity, the West and Russian nationalism’.47
However, the design professionals’ search for the interpretation (or
even, to use the famous formulation of Eric Hobsbawm and Terence
Ranger, ‘invention’)48 of tradition was not just the obedient echo of the re-
Stalinising state. While obviously influenced by the official discourse, which
only started to turn more conservative in the late 1960s, design professionals such as Uvarova were also seeking personalised, intimate links with
the past that artists could express through forms, textures and patterns,
and present to viewers who had become tired of standard prefabricated
environments. In addition, the embrace of the ‘primordial’ was not unanimous: for example, Gerchuk was sceptical of the proliferation of objects
that imitated the ‘belongings of a medieval Russian prince [kniaz’]’. Being
a prince, Gerchuk noted ironically, is not such a simple task, because it
presupposes certain responsibilities, and the adoption of traditional forms
of objects in the era of prefabricated flats and convenience foods should be
undertaken with a good degree of criticism.49 Other Dekorativnoe Iskusstvo
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SSSR articles expressed interest in the tradition among artists of different
Soviet republics of ‘sincere’ affirmation for cultural diversity and dialogue
between people with different ethnic and cultural backgrounds.50
Although it was, in a way, a critique of Soviet art and design policy, neodecorativism developed within the official structure – experimental laboratories in factories and combines (kombinaty, institutions managing artists’
contracts with the state), supervised and financed by the Soviet Art Fund.
Such experimental laboratories were instituted in the mid-1960s. Prior to
that, artists employed in factories could use the facilities in their spare time
for experimental work. However, those artists who worked under contracts
supervised by the Art Fund had no access to the factories’ workshops.51
Now, artists of different affiliations had better opportunities to develop new
forms, textures and combinations of materials, without being constrained
by contracts or thematic requirements.52 The resulting works were shown
at regular exhibitions – all-Union as well as regional and republican – as
showcases of cutting-edge ideas to be adapted to industry or used in the
design of public interiors. In the words of one artist, such exhibitions
demonstrated ‘artistic capital in the sphere of decorative-applied art’.53
Thus, the state, in fact, encouraged decorative artists to experiment freely
– and they used the chance to challenge the canon of utility, just as they had
challenged the canon of socialist realism a decade previously. This was,
however, not a universal privilege: experimental laboratories were few,
concentrated in big cities, and thus access to them was not easy. This was
especially the case for artists not attached to particular factories but who
worked on contracts through the Art Fund.54 Using their limited time in the
laboratories as much as they could, artists produced sophisticated, playful
and sometimes paradoxical works, thus questioning accepted notions in a
way that irritated some art critics and excited others.
Neodecorativism signalled the necessity for decorative artists to
reconsider the criteria for proper socialist objects. Symptomatically, ‘Our
Criteria’ was the title of an article by the critic K. Makarov, published in
November 1967 as a reflection on the latest experiments by decorative artists. In a reversal of the 1950s portrayal of honest objects, Makarov opened
his address by welcoming the change:
One of the major tendencies in the development of contemporary decorative-
applied art has been the move away from narrowly understood utilitarianism
and towards decorativeness and the monumentalisation of ordinary everyday
form, on whose constructive basis unique decorative works are created. The
latter are unique in terms of the originality of artistic solutions and the beauty
of abstract form. Bottles, flasks and cups exist today not for wine, vases not for
flowers, carpets not for making the living space warmer,55 spinning wheels not
for spinning, and chandeliers with candles not for lighting the house.56

This is also a reversal of Stepanian’s scheme: unique or small-edition
objects do not act as inspiration for the mass production of commodities
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but result from the synthesis of mass-produced forms and their detachment from habitual functions. As long as an artist is honest in his or her
choices, the forms of objects are no longer required to ‘honestly’ express
functions. For example, in spite of its functional obsolescence, a spinning
wheel does not become an ethnographic item, but an ‘abstract’ decorative
object, a tool of taste distinction in the modern world of prefabricated flats.
Purely decorative objects were rehabilitated, and beauty was emancipated
from the dictates of utility.

A play of glass
Although neodecorativism spanned work in different materials – textiles,
metal, wood, ceramics – glass was its foremost representative. As we
have seen, this material had accumulated subtle critical tendencies in
design since the beginning of the 1960s. Boris Smirnov became a leading figure in raising art glass to a new level of importance. Together with
his Leningrad and Moscow colleagues, he became involved in mastering
traditional techniques at the experimental workshop of the ceramics and
sculpture factory in Lviv that opened in 1965.57 The Lviv workshop became
a laboratory for new forms of art glass, though it was the only one in the
entire Soviet Union at that time (a similar production base was opened in
Rostov-on-Don only in the 1970s).58
His ‘Tea Couple’ of colourful glass, produced by Lviv glassblowers,
can be considered ‘decorative sculpture’ (plate 4). It has the form of
a small teapot placed on top of a larger one – a method of making
tea that VNIITE designers criticised as ‘unhygienic’ in the same year.
Critic Natalia Titova praised the work for its ‘diversity and mirth of colours’,59 while the author himself referred to the images of a traditional
Russian tea-room, celebrated in famous late nineteenth-century plays by
Aleksandr Ostrovsky and paintings by Boris Kustodiev60 – that is, images
of pre-revolutionary lower urban classes and merchants, whose tastes
had been criticised by art reformists (including Smirnov himself) just a
few years earlier. Openly declaring his intention to amaze the viewer,
Smirnov referred not to superficial eye-catching decoration characteristic
of the late nineteenth-century Russian commercial production of goods,
but to the traditions of peasant art: ‘Amazement is the folk principle.
Take everything from fairy tales to ceramics and glassware: all these aim
to amaze. This is what an artist should provide … Where amazement
appears, art begins.’61 As is clear from Smirnov’s later writing, these
ideas were influenced by the concept of defamiliarisation, famously developed by literary theorist Viktor Shklovsky in 1916. Following Shklovsky,
Smirnov saw a designer’s task as to disrupt the automatism of everyday
actions by defamiliarising habitual forms and inspiring people to reflect
on their daily lives, to think creatively.62 Thus, Smirnov claimed that he
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could not imagine a viewer who could perceive his decorative work as
‘real teapots’.63
However, when the ‘Tea Couple’ was shown at a Moscow exhibition
in summer 1966, some viewers and critics saw it as a mockery of real
teapots. Primarily this was due to the soldered lids. This seemingly trivial
detail produced heated professional debates and can be considered an
emblem of neodecorativism. The ‘Tea Couple’ was definitely a far cry
from the ergonomic and highly functional teapots designed at VNIITE:
it was of no practical help to a Soviet housewife, but, as Smirnov would
argue, it was of importance to her critical thinking and creativity. Some
criticised it as a ‘dishonest’ object and as the artist’s evasion of his
duty to ‘serve the people’, but others took it as inspiration to redefine
the concept of function. Among the latter was Makarov, who spoke of
‘spiritual utility’ – quite possibly under the influence of semiotics and
the idea of objects as signifiers rather than just utilitarian things, promoted in design circles by the literary scholar Dmitrii Segal.64 Makarov’s
argument unfolded as follows: a teapot does not always have to be a
device for tea drinking; it can be, like Smirnov’s, a decorative object
that plays its role in the ‘aesthetic organisation of the objective-spatial
environment’ and elevates people’s feelings.65 Absurd objects such as
Smirnov’s teapots, visible at all-Union and local exhibitions by late 1967,
provided an opportunity to both artists and viewers to transcend narrow
understandings of utility. Broadly conceived, utility relates to an artist’s
clear sense of what and for what aim he or she is creating. Moreover,
a contemporary decorative artist should reflect on how else his or her
work can function in real life today. From this Makarov proceeded to the
idea of different contexts of use. That is, a cup functions differently at a
business breakfast than at a wedding ceremony; a teapot can be simply
put on the table, but can also be ‘solemnly presented’. As the functions of
industrial design and decorative art were being differentiated, Makarov
reasoned that the latter tended to create objects for contemplation and
aesthetic pleasure.

Form follows the urge to amaze
Another work that outstandingly challenged the notion of the ‘honest’ and
functional object was ‘Troika’ by the Leningrad glass artist Iurii Biakov –
a vase, or glass, with no bottom, placed on its side. Made of transparent
colourless glass, it was decorated with a stylised image of three harnessed
horses – the traditional Russian troika – through sandblasting. Shown at
the exhibition ‘Decorative Art of the USSR’ in Moscow in December 1968,
this piece, like Smirnov’s, provoked debate. For example, it inspired the
Leningrad ceramic artist Grigorii Kapelian to formulate the conceptual
deconstruction of an object:
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All rights reserved and permission to use the figure must be obtained from the copyright holder.
3.3 Iurii Biakov, ‘Troika’, colourless lead glass, sandblasting, depolishing, wood, 1968.
if the glass is not for drinking, but for an exhibition, it can be without a bottom.
In fact, if its original purpose is lost, why should it be a container, even if only
for emptiness? It can be just a solid glass cylinder. And why necessarily a cylinder, and why necessarily of glass?66

At a time when VNIITE employees, following Western thinkers such as
Reyner Banham, were discussing the prospects for a synthetic built environment, where functions were not tied to particular objects,67 ‘new decorativists’ offered objects that were not tied to particular functions.
To be more precise, neodecorativism also had a moderate version, as
exemplified by Olshevskii’s work that was discussed by Stepanian. In this
version, instead of blatant impracticality, artists opted for aesthetisation, or
ritualisation, of practical functions. For example, tea sets made by the artists of the Leningrad Porcelain Factory, such as Eduard Krimmer, Vladimir
Gorodetskii, Nina Slavina and others in the late 1960s, could be both functional goods and feasts for the eye. Praising Gorodetskii’s set ‘Blossoming
Cobalt’, critic Liudmila Kramarenko opined: ‘With this set at home, you can
specially invite guests for tea, as you do for listening to music or seeing
a collection of paintings.’ She also emphasised the ‘incomparable joy’ of
touching a beautifully painted porcelain cup and drinking from it.68 In this
statement, joy or pleasure – visual and sensual – overshadowed ‘taste’ as
the major element of socialist consumption and domestic order. However,
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such pleasures would be available only on a limited scale, as the discussed
objects were predominantly made by hand and could be produced only
in small series – or even only as single exhibition items. However, when
used in public interiors, they would aesthetically and spiritually enrich the
Soviet material environment – or so design professionals believed.
The most vivid pronouncement of neodecorativism in Leningrad glass
is probably Smirnov’s ‘Festive Table’. This was first exhibited in 1967 and
is a large composition of coloured, free-blown glass, consisting of multiple
objects, hardly attributable to customary categories (plate 5). The artist
explained this work as an attempt to ‘create in the human soul a joyful
sense of a feast’ and also as a set of curiosities, alluding to folklore images,
such as a bear, a rooster and various demons, as well as to traditional
vessels for a peasant feast.69 While producing, as Irina Uvarova noted, the
overall impression of a traditional trade fair,70 ‘Festive Table’ can also be
seen as a (self-)ironic commentary on the modern urbanite’s fascination
with tradition and penchant for spontaneous play as a retreat from order
and rationalism (especially poignant given Smirnov’s position as chief
designer of the Leningrad State Optics Institute). Somewhat poetically,
Makarov characterised this work as ‘an expression of the contemporary
artist’s view regarding the nature of artistic glass through the prism of folk
understanding of beauty’.71 In relation to the reasonable question posed by
the public and critics concerning the actual use of this artwork, Smirnov
replied that he imagined the ‘Festive Table’ at an organisation such as the
House of Friendship, for receptions or ceremonial dinners with foreign
guests. This would be relevant, the artist argued, because ‘today people
not only in the USSR, but also in the whole world, demonstrate the thirst
for something amazing, expressive and colourful’.72 Obviously, and not
by accident, Smirnov’s explanation of the ‘Festive Table’ in the December
1969 issue of Dekorativnoe Iskusstvo SSSR was immediately followed by a
survey of the work of the Italian designer Ettore Sottsass, famous for his
provocative objects that betokened postmodern design.73
A large 1968 exhibition, ‘Decorative Art of the USSR’, where Biakov’s
‘Troika’ instigated a debate, was the triumph of neodecorativism, and
was attended in large numbers.74 Visitors’ responses were mixed: some
complained about the unavailability of the exhibited commodities, some
found them unsuitable for daily use; others, on the contrary, praised
their colourfulness and diversity, and still others wanted more sophisticated decoration.75 Approximately two-thirds of the January 1969 issue of
Dekorativnoe Iskusstvo SSSR featured reviews of this exhibition and reflections on new directions for decorative art. Kramarenko positively admitted the arrival of ‘a special genre of decorative-unique art’.76 Defending
the anti-utilitarianism of recent art, Makarov welcomed the ‘division of
labour’ within Soviet aesthetics and, moreover, ascribed to decorative
art a leading role in the synthesis between material objects and techni-
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cal and natural environments. He argued: ‘Narrowing its possibilities in
producing specifically utilitarian objects, since this task has been partially
transferred to [industrial] design, decorative art broadens its special rights
in the synthesis, thus pressing monumental art to focus on certain urgent
ideological tasks.’77 The concern with a new synthesis became a publicly
pronounced justification of decorative artists’ existence as professionals
within the Soviet field of (cultural) production.
Neodecorativism signalled design professionals’ disappointment with
the populist aspirations of the Khrushchev era and, evidently, their tiredness with the role of regulators of mass tastes and consumption patterns.
Turning from regulation to reflection, decorative artists broadened the
borders of good taste, and reconsidered the relationship between people
and things in the age of people’s growing dependence on machines.
However, these artists also marked a new social distinction based on
post-functionalist aesthetics – a distinction not only from their colleagues
in the VNIITE system but also from mass consumers, who only had a limited chance to experience the ‘spiritual usefulness’ of unique conceptual
objects at art exhibitions or in public buildings. One can presume that
neodecorativist objects were produced more for their authors’ colleagues
than for ‘the people’. Neodecorativism was probably more about symbolic
and economic redistribution in the Soviet field of artistic production than
about bringing amazement and joy to people’s lives or achieving a happy
synthesis of the built and natural environment.
However, the practitioners of neodecorativism hoped for an impact on
the viewer/consumer. At the end of 1960, repudiating some critics’ alarm
about the crisis of Soviet decorative art, Smirnov maintained that true
rationality is inseparable from emotional effectiveness: ‘today we should
not “apply” emotions to the rational; we should work in such a way that the
rational becomes organically emotional. This is a human need, a human
essence.’78 Almost a year later, Smirnov explained in his interview with the
secretary of the administration of the Artists’ Union of the USSR, Leonid
Karateev, that the meaning of his composition ‘Man, Horse, Dog and
Bird’ was an invitation to contemplate the existential position of a modern
human being vis-à-vis nature, expressed through the combination of transparent and ground surfaces and different shapes and volumes (plate 6). He
concluded:
I offer a viewer a work of art, not a commodity, that is, I want to bring the
viewer to the state of a non-consumerist attitude to it. I want to make him
diverge from the perception of the form of a useful object and present it as an
object of advanced emotion. I introduce this form into the circle of the values
of artwork, not the values of everyday life objects.79

From this perspective, neodecorativism seems like a new, post-constructivist
attempt to create an alternative to a capitalist commodity in spite of the
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stubbornness of Soviet industry: an affective object, not reproducible on a
mass scale, but responsive to people’s longing for beauty and amazement.

Conclusion
The avant-gardist slogan ‘Art into Life’, instrumentalised in Khrushchev’s
campaign to modernise the material environment, was reconsidered after
his removal from power. However, rather than just a passive reflection of
the course of the state ideology, this reconsideration demonstrated the artists’ urge to diversify their creative and professional options. Rather than
being the Party’s tool for mitigating consumer frustration and breeding
nationalist moods, as Chernyshova’s analysis suggests, Soviet decorative
art in the late 1960s became a forum for commentaries on the fundamental
challenges of Soviet modernity. These challenges included the place of
individuality in the world of uniform mass production and consumption,
the fate of traditional crafts in an industrial age, the role of diverse folk
motifs in Soviet cultural internationalism and the meaning of sincerity
and emotional connection in a socialist society guided by Party dogmas.
Working within the framework of Soviet institutions and policy guidelines,
decorative artists and critics of the 1960s advocated for the personal freedom of artists and of ordinary people without explicitly resorting to the
language of human rights and civil society.80 Simultaneously, the resort to
play and spontaneous expression as a means of handling recent social and
political traumas and the current pressure of modern rationalism united
Soviet decorative artists with post-war designers and architects across
the globe.81 Thus, neodecorativism was a response to both the Soviet and
the global situation regarding art and politics.
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agitation, and thus lost his position at the Research Institute of Theory and History
of Fine Arts; he then actively published in uncensored periodicals and in 1974
emigrated to the US. Irina Uvarova, though not a human rights activist herself,
belonged to the circles of critically minded intellectuals sympathetic to the liberal
dissident movement; in 1970, she married the dissident writer Iulii Daniel. Further
research is needed on the extent and impact of such interactions.
81 Goldhagen and Legault, ‘Introduction’, pp. 11–24.
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1

Double page spread in the journal Dekorativnoe Iskusstvo SSSR 10 (1967), 40–1. Left: M. Primachenko, decorative painting,
Bolotnia, Kiev oblast, 1965. Right: Mikhail Posokhin et al., COMECON building at Novyi Arbat in Moscow, 1967.
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2 Teapots ‘Tundra’, USSR, porcelain, overglaze painting and gilding, 1959.

3

Ekaterina Ianovskaia, set of bottles and glasses, ‘Rainbow’, coloured and colourless lead glass,
incising, 1964–72.
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4

Boris Smirnov, decorative sculpture, ‘Tea Couple’, coloured ground and transparent
non-lead glass, blown with hot applications, 1966.
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5

Boris Smirnov, composition, ‘Festive Table’, fragment, coloured and colourless transparent non-lead glass, coloured ground
non-lead glass, blown with hot applications, 1967.

6

Boris Smirnov, sculpture, ‘Man, Horse, Dog and Bird’, colourless transparent non-lead glass,
coloured ground and polished non-lead glass, blown with hot applications, before 1970.
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Table clock with chime, Vesna, 1963.
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7

8

Wall clock, Iantar’, 1965.
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Radio receiver, Moskvich, 1963.
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9

10

Vase, ‘Narcissus’, porcelain, colour monochrome glaze,
shape by Anna Leporskaia, 1962.
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11

Buran vacuum cleaner, 1968.
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12 Teapot, USSR, porcelain, 1970s.
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13 Olga Nekrasova-Karateeva, ‘Calla Lilies’, chamotte, salts, glazes, 1976.
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14

Mikhail Kopylkov, ‘Pink Dress and Autumn Coat’, chamotte, salts, glazes, metal, 1976.
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15

Vladimir Tsivin, ‘People and Objects’, chamotte, engobe, glaze, metal, glass, 1980.
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16

Olga Nekrasova-Karateeva, ‘Self-Portrait’, chamotte, enamels, glazes;
potter A. Sokolov, 1984.
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